
Unit 15 連接詞

Conjunctions



(      ) 1. Some of my students were late for the class ------- the heavy 

rain.

(A) because

(B) because of

(C) for

(D) since

B



(      ) 2. Andy wanted to improve his piano playing ------- he wanted 

to win the competition.

(A) so

(B) but

(C) because

(D) therefore

C



(      ) 3. I will tell her the news ------- she arrives.

(A) as soon as

(B) as long as

(C) since that

(D) before

A



(      ) 4. Mom got up early, ------- she went to bed late last night.

(A) if

(B) and

(C) but

(D) though

D



(      ) 5. When you are learning a new language, use it ------- you 

will forget it.

(A) and

(B) but

(C) or

(D) yet

C



(      ) 6. Although Mark stayed up all night studying, ------- he didn’t 

pass the test.

(A) but

(B) and

(C) then

(D) yet

D



(      ) 7. Michael has been crazy about music ------- he was a child.

(A) because

(B) for

(C) since

(D) from

C



(      ) 8. We can surely overcome these difficulties ------- we are 

closely united.

(A) so far as

(B) so long as

(C) as soon as

(D) as well as

B



(      ) 9. It rained heavily; ------- the basketball match had to be put 

off.

(A) that

(B) when

(C) otherwise

(D) therefore

D



(      ) 10. ------- you understand this rule; you will know how to do it.

(A) Once

(B) Although

(C) Seeing that

(D) Whereas

A



(      ) 11. I am looking for an English tutor. She must be ------- too 

old nor too young.

(A) not

(B) neither

(C) either

(D) enough

B



(      ) 12. Mike is good at physics ------- his brother is good at 

literature.

(A) although

(B) unless

(C) since

(D) while

D



(      ) 13. Joe knows little about English, ------- he can’t read the 

instructions on the bottle.

(A) and

(B) for

(C) so

(D) since

C



(      ) 14. Stop cutting trees, ------- our earth will become worse and 

worse.

(A) and

(B) so

(C) or

(D) but

C



(      ) 15. The dress still looks good on you, ------- it is kind of out of 

style.

(A) though

(B) despite

(C) even

(D) because

A



(      ) 16. Stop drinking, ------- you will get better soon.

(A) and

(B) so

(C) or

(D) but

A



(      ) 17. The students visited an art gallery ------- a museum last 

Wednesday.

(A) but

(B) or

(C) and

(D) also

C



(      ) 18. Mary didn’t recognize her high school roommate -------

she was told her name.

(A) when

(B) unless

(C) so

(D) until

D



(      ) 19. ------- I got home, it started to rain hard.

(A) As long as

(B) As soon as

(C) While

(D) Because

B



(      ) 20. Although they are poor, ------- they have enough food to 

eat.

(A) X

(B) but

(C) however

(D) and

A



(      ) 21. ------- it was raining, I took my umbrella.

(A) While

(B) Whereas

(C) As

(D) After

Ｃ



(      ) 22. ------- there was no wind, the ship could not move.

(A) While

(B) Since

(C) Whereas

(D) Whether

Ｂ



(      ) 23. ------- surfing is fun, it could be dangerous.

(A) Whereas

(B) Until

(C) Though

(D) Even if

Ｃ



(      ) 24. ------- my wife likes to travel abroad; I prefer to stay at 

home for vacation.

(A) Whereas

(B) But

(C) Nevertheless

(D) Because

A



(      ) 25. Write clearly ------- your teacher will understand you 

correctly.

(A) so that

(B) hence

(C) owing to

(D) that

A



(      ) 26. Either you give up smoking ------- you will develop cancer.

(A) and

(B) neither

(C) yet

(D) or

Ｄ



(      ) 27. Kevin didn’t get the job ------- he was qualified.

(A) because

(B) when

(C) even though

(D) so that

Ｃ



(      ) 28. All engineers are required to take a training session -------

using the machine.

(A) only

(B) before

(C) since

(D) because

B



(      ) 29. The house wasn't very beautiful. I liked the garden, -------.

(A) yet

(B) still

(C) though

(D) either

C



(      ) 30. ------- I was feeling exhausted last night, I went to bed 

early.

(A) For

(B) Since

(C) When

(D) Although

B



(      ) 31. The thief was arrested ------- he was trying to break into a 

house.

(A) before

(B) after

(C) as

(D) since

C



(      ) 32. The clerks are asked to submit the reports ------- by email 

or in person.

(A) nor

(B) both

(C) either

(D) neither

C



(      ) 33. This book is ------- entertaining ------- informative, so I 

recommend it to you.

(A) neither ~ nor

(B) either ~ or

(C) both ~ and

(D) so ~ that

C



(      ) 34. As I don’t have a car, I have to walk a long way to work. --

----- I had one.

(A) As though

(B) Not only

(C) If only

(D) Even though

C



(      ) 35. They looked around a lot of different buildings ------- they 

could choose the most suitable one to rent for their new business.

(A) whereas

(B) so that

(C) since that

(D) even if

B



(      ) 36. I’m not sure ------- he has decided to take the new job 

------- stay with his present employer.

(A) neither ~ nor

(B) either ~ or

(C) both ~ and

(D) not only ~ but also

B



(      ) 37. You’ll have sore legs tomorrow ------- you don’t use 

enough lotion to protect them from this strong sun.

(A) if

(B) unless

(C) once

(D) while

A



(      ) 38. ------- somebody bought me a ticket, I still wouldn’t go to 

the concert.

(A) Only if

(B) Despite

(C) Even if

(D) Since that

C



(      ) 39. ------- you study, you will always fail.

(A) Until

(B) Unless

(C) If

(D) Because

B



(      ) 40. ------- we arrived there, he had already gone away.

(A) After

(B) While

(C) By the time

(D) As

C



(      ) 41. ------- you've got a chance, you might as well make full 

use of it.

(A) Now that

(B) As though

(C) In order that

(D) By the time

A



(      ) 42. She shouted for help ------- no one came to her aid.

(A) as

(B) so

(C) but

(D) since

C



(      ) 43. Joan has been married for twenty years. She got married 

------- she was 28 years old.

(A) by the time

(B) after

(C) that

(D) when

D


